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Dear fellow watch connoisseurs
Welcome to Issue 15
In many ways this is the most difficult introduction which I have had to write in the
nine year history of Lettres du Brassus. And it has been no easier a task for our editorial
team in the preparation of the issue. The reason: we have too much to say! Normally
each issue of Lettres spotlights one new watch as the lead story for the magazine. For
this issue, there were three watches vying for that honor and, under normal circumstances,
each one of those three would surely have been selected as the lead: the new Bathyscaphe
Chronographe Flyback that debuts an entirely new high frequency chronograph
movement; the new Villeret Tourbillon 12 Jours that introduces the longest power
reserve for an automatic tourbillon movement in the industry; and the Villeret
Quantième Perpétuel with its eight day power reserve secured calendar mechanism.
Our solution, of course, was to write about all three and leave it to the reader to decide
which one, or perhaps all three, “leads the issue”.
But there is more that deserves to be the headline for Issue 15. During the months
running up to this issue, we publicly announced our Blancpain Ocean Commitment,
which is our way of expressing our many years’ dedication to the preservation and
protection of the world’s oceans. In this issue we describe several different ways in which
this commitment has manifest itself: our support for ocean focused environmentalists,
a new limited edition Ocean Commitment timepiece, a new website, a collectible book
and more.
We honor Chinese culture in two articles in our Art de Vivre sections. I hope you
enjoy our portrayal of two unique and exotic restaurant destinations in Beijing and the
story of the dazzling and remarkable embroidery art which is flourishing in Suzhou,
located near Shanghai.
Enjoy Issue 15!

A. Hayek
Marc A
President and CEO Blancpain
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TEXT: JEFFREY S. KINGSTON

BATHYSCAPHE

Chronographe Flyback

The debut of a new movement is
always special, a chronograph movement
doubly so.
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What is the appropriate way to herald the arrival
on the scene of a new chronograph movement?
It seems for much of the industry reflexes point
toward glitz. Loud announcements, lavish parties
for the invited press and, most of all, a road trip to
an exotic destination to provide a provocative backdrop for the wine, champagne and canapés. And all
of this rolls out for seemingly any new movement.
Blancpain’s constitution more often leads it in the
direction of modesty and quiet understatement.
Shouting to the rafters to announce every new
movement is simply not its custom; if it were there
would a lot of shouting as Blancpain has introduced 33 new calibers over the past eight years.
That said, consider the special place occupied by a
new chronograph movement. So formidable are the
challenges to chronograph development that the
overwhelming majority of mechanical chronographs
on the market are sold by brands that buy the movements from somebody else. This includes two brands
that present themselves as belonging to the very
pinnacle of prestige watchmaking; those two have
been able to produce a variety of different calibers
but no chronographs of their own. With this perspective, perhaps it might have been in order to indulge
in a bit of shouting when at Basel 2014 Blancpain,
instead, quietly and without fanfare, debuted the
Bathyscaphe Chronographe Flyback with its entirely
new caliber F385.
The Bathyscaphe Chronographe Flyback slots in
adjacent to its cousin the Bathyscaphe Automatique
within the Fifty Fathoms Collection. Both Bathyscaphes maintain the tradition of this hallowed name

from Blancpain’s history as smaller versions of the
Fifty Fathoms that fully respect all of the diving
features that the Fifty Fathoms pioneered. And as the
original Bathyscaphes that debuted in 1956 and
evolved in parallel with the Fifty Fathoms, the new
Bathyscaphe models are similarly evolving with the
new chronograph complication mirroring the presence
of the Fifty Fathoms chronograph model.
These historical links aside, the true headline with this
debut is the new caliber F385 movement. Although it
is entirely new from the ground up, Blancpain was
able to draw from its vast reservoir of knowledge and
experience with its different variants of its famous
F185 movement. Over its thirty year history, the F185
has firmly established itself as a reference point for
prestige chronographs. So respected throughout the
watch industry is its design, that one Vallée de Joux
brand slavishly copied the shapes of core parts, so
blatantly that when placed over drawings of the F185
the parts are identical, and another brand, this one in
Geneva, publicly admitted that it was “inspired” by the
design when it created one of its chronographs.
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However, before recounting the savoir-faire that
carried over to the F385, let’s turn to important aspects
which are entirely new. The first is the frequency.
The F385 beats at 5 HZ or 36,000 vibrations per hour.
That is an extremely provident frequency for a chronograph as it naturally divides each second into 1/10 of
a second intervals. There is a second advantage, greater precision. When a movement’s frequency is increased, running precision can be improved.
Although watch owners focus upon accuracy in terms
of “seconds per day”, watchmakers first look to the
amplitude of the watch. Amplitude is the measure of
the number of degrees that the balance wheel rotates
as it oscillates back and forth, which is often termed
“swing”. Normal ranges in a horizontal position hover
around a swing of 300 degrees. When the amplitude
can be kept close to constant, the rate precision can
be improved. How does high frequency contribute
to that? If there is a perturbation to the normal amplitude of the watch, that deviation in amplitude will
dissipate more quickly at a higher running frequency
than a lower one. Thus, precision is improved.

A HIGH FREQUENCY

chronograph movement neatly divides
each second into tenths.

Along with the new high frequency, comes an
entirely new balance wheel design. The balance of the
F385 is fashioned in black colored Glucydur with fine
rate regulation done by means of four gold regulation
screws. Screwed regulation is extremely resistant to
changes by reason of shocks to the movement, since a
shock is unlikely to change the positions of the screws.
Also in keeping with Blancpain’s new movements,
the balance wheel spiral is fashioned in silicium.
This carries with it multiple advantages. First it is
a-magnetic. Throughout the industry, the norm is to
use spirals which are composed of metal which can be
magnetized if it is subjected to a strong magnetic field.
Once magnetized, the flexing properties of the fine
coils are changed with some parts attracting each
other and others repelling. Of course, this changes the
timekeeping of the watch. Silicium is not subject to
this type of residual magnetization if it encounters a
strong magnetic field. There is another key advantage;
the natural properties of silicium greatly improve the
isochronism performance of the watch. Isochronism
is a way of expressing how the amplitude, there’s that
watchmakers word again, changes as the mainspring
barrel unwinds. Generally speaking, the power of
the mainspring is greater when the barrel is fully
wound than it is when the barrel is nearly unwound.
A silicium spiral improves isochronism compared to
standard materials as the amplitude changes less as the
power from the barrel decreases. Said another way,
the swing remains more constant. To highlight the
presence of the new balance, the F385 is built with a
full balance bridge, which means that the bridge
supporting the balance is anchored at both ends.
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There is another new design woven into the F385,
the arm (watchmakers call it “bascule”) for the flyback
function. A flyback function is particularly useful for
the timing of successive events. With a standard
chronograph to stop one timing event and start another requires three pushes: one to stop the first event,
the second to return to zero, and finally, the third,
to restart timing for the second event. With a flyback
only one push is needed; simply push the return to
zero button on the chronograph and the first event
timing ends, the chronograph is returned to zero and
it restarts. Blancpain has included this functionality
for many years on a large number of its chronograph
models. What is new in the F385 is the construction
of the flyback arm in the movement. Rather than
being constructed out of a solid piece of steel, the arm
has been formed with a long “slot”. This slot operates
as a shock absorber so that when the return to zero
button is pushed, that force is applied to one side of
the slot, but the delivery to the movement components
is on the other. The shock absorption ensures a silky
smooth return to zero and restart.

There are some design flourishes as well. Purely for
visual pleasure through the clear case back, the bridge
holding the movement’s seconds wheel (watchmakers
would call this the “fourth wheel”), has been sculpted
to place the wheel in full view. In keeping with the
Fifty Fathoms sporting spirit, the decoration of the
bridges has been done with a subtle snail/sun pattern.
(The F385 also has debuted in the Villeret collection;
the Villeret version’s decoration is different as its
bridges have a côtes de Genève pattern.) Finally the
solid gold winding rotor has been given a NAC finish
to endow it with a dark business-like color and given
a sandblasted mat finish. (The Villeret version’s
winding rotor has a guilloche decoration.)

The F385 includes a new design for the date ring.
Arrayed around its circumference are three jeweled
bearings which support it. To ensure that there will be
no binding of the ring as it turns for a date change,
one of the bearings has been placed so that it does
not quite touch the ring. This small amount of play
guarantees that it will not freeze in position.

For VISUAL PLEASURE the bridges
of the F385 are sculpted to offer views of
the key components.
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The F385 with the chronograph running.
The column wheel (in pink) is rotated to a
position which withdraws the two fingers (in
gray green) allowing the clutch disk (in green)
and the chronograph wheel (in light blue) to
mate which connects the chronograph
mechanism to the running train of the watch.

As much as the F385 was developed as “white sheet of
paper” entirely new movement, Blancpain certainly
did not turn its back on its deep experience from the
predecessor F185. The principles underlying three of
the central elements of the F185 were the source of the
ideas for analogous components in the F385: the
vertical clutch, the column wheel, and the return to
zero hammer. The vertical clutch is viewed as the heart
of the chronograph. It is the element responsible for
its starting and stopping. To start the chronograph,
the vertical clutch connects the chronograph mechanism, including the chronograph seconds hand,
to the regular running train of the watch. Stopping is
exactly the opposite; the vertical clutch disengages
the chronograph train from the running train.
As simple as this description sounds, building a
reliable vertical clutch mechanism is fiendishly
difficult. Just ask the brand that copied the shapes of
Blancpain’s components. They were able to reverse
engineer the shapes, but not the tolerances or spring
tensions. As a result a large number of watches

built with the copied parts did not work properly.
The advantages of a vertical clutch design are legion.
First, unlike all systems that depend upon sudden
engagement of gears to start the running of the
chronograph (most often called “horizontal clutches”),
a vertical clutch guarantees smooth starting every
single time with no jumping of the seconds hand.
When gears are called upon suddenly to mate to start
the running, it often is the case that there will be a
jumping of the hand. With a vertical clutch two plates
come together to start a timing event. That contact,
by contrast and without exception, occurs smoothly.
Second, unlike geared engagement systems,
the chronograph can be left running constantly
if the owner desires. Geared engagement systems
require use of a tension spring in order to avoid
flutter as the chronograph seconds hand marches
around the dial. The presence of that tension spring
added to the running of the watch with the chronograph engaged reduces the amplitude and, thus,
changes the timekeeping. Blancpain’s vertical clutch
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The F385 with the chronograph stopped.
The flyback arm (in purple) is at the far left.
It is constructed as a shock absorber;
pushing the return to zero button acts on
the outside of the arm, while the inside
activates the return to zero hammer (in pale
blue), which in turn pushes the three heart
shaped cams (in dark blue) for the
chronograph seconds hand (in the center),
minute counter (at left) and hour counter
(at right). The two fingers (in gray green)
have lifted the plate of the vertical clutch
(in green) separating the clutch plate from
the chronograph wheel (in light blue) which
disconnects the chronograph mechanism
from the running train.

concept does not require this type of tension spring
and, therefore, there is very little difference in
amplitude between chronograph running and
chronograph stopped.

with a silky smooth feel as starts, stops and returns to
zero are ordered with button pushes. Alternative constructions, of course less expensive, utilizing what are
called “navettes” can never be as smooth in operation.
The design of the bridges of the F385 places the
Of course the F385 is equipped with a column wheel, column wheel in full view.
which always is the mark of prestige chronograph.
If the vertical clutch is the “heart” of the chronograph, A third core concept adopted by the F385 is the
the column wheel is its “brain”. The column wheel return to zero system. Essentially all chronographs
consists of small pillars arrayed around the top of utilize what is called a “heart shaped” cam to return
a disk. Fingers pressed against either a pillar or hands to the zero position. When force, customarily
a gap between pillars control the vertical clutch and applied by what is termed a “hammer”, is applied to
the return to zero hammer (which also functions as a the outside surface of the “heart”, it always responds
brake). When the start/stop button is pushed, by rotating to a single position, which, of course, corthat action causes the column wheel to rotate which responds to zero. This makes it ideal for a return to
passes that command to the chronograph compo- zero system. As it did in the F185, Blancpain uses
nents as fingers are moved from positions either a single component to serve as the hammer for both
touching a pillar or falling into a gap. In short, the chronograph seconds hand and both of the
the column wheel operates as a command center. counter hands (minute and hour). Because it is a
The reason that column wheels are prized in haut de single component, it is certain that both hands will
gamme chronographs is that they endow the watch simultaneously snap back to zero.
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Certainly the new movement is the grand headline for
the Bathyscaphe Chronographe Flyback, but there was
innovation as well for the case. For the first time
Blancpain is offering the option of a full ceramic case.
With its diamond like deep back color, the ceramic case
endows the Bathyscaphe with dramatic purposefulness.
The advantages of the ceramic case option extend well
beyond aesthetics. Blancpain’s ceramic offers
extraordinary scratch resistance. Not all ceramic
formulations are equal. Blancpain’s is cutting edge
based on zirconium oxide and boasts a hardness of
1,800 vicars. This compares to stainless steel which
weighs in at approximately 400. To give an idea of the
extreme hardness of this ceramic formulation, the
polishing of the case must be done with diamond as
other materials are not sufficiently hard to be up to the
task. Blancpain’s aesthetic designers have another way
of expressing it. They point out that when apparent
scratches are seen on the surface of the ceramic, it is
all but certain that it is not the surface of the ceramic
that has been marred, but that what is being seen is
rubbed off residue of the material that came in contact
with the ceramic!

process for the ceramic case/bezel/back is far more
complex. It begins with the material in the form of a
powder which is injected and pressed into shape,
which we shall see in a moment is far from the final
size. The formed component is then heated to more
than 800 degrees centigrade to drive off the organic
binders that are found between individual grains of
ceramic. Even though the shape may be correct,
its size is not. This is because there are empty spaces
within the ceramic which formerly were occupied by
the organic binders, driven off during the heating.
The next stage in the process is the elimination of
these empty spaces. This is done by subjecting the
component to enormous pressure. Not only does
the size shrink appreciably but its density rises,
its porosity is eliminated, and it becomes extremely
hard. Finally it is time for polishing, which owing to
the extraordinary hardness of the ceramic, must be
done with diamond tools. The case sides and the
outside of the bezel are given a satin-brushed finish.
The bezel insert itself, with its Liquidmetal® indexes is
smooth polished.

There are other prized properties of the ceramic case.
Beyond its hardness, the ceramic case is biocompatible, meaning that it is non allergenic.
Blancpain uses two different ceramic processes for
the Bathyscaphe: one for the pushers/crown and a
different process for the case/bezel/back. For the
pushers and crown, an injection process is used with
the material injected into a mold. The production

For the first time, Blancpain offers
the option of a CERAMIC CASE .
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A special limited edition:
the OCEAN COMMITMENT BATHYSCAPHE
CHRONOGRAPHE FLYBACK .

There is one case feature which carries over from the
Fift y Fathoms Chronographe Flyback, sealed chronograph pushers. Almost all “diving” chronographs
are equipped with a locking mechanism for the chronograph pushers. These screw-down locks do not
serve to seal the pushers, as such; instead, their
purpose is to insure that the owner does not actuate
the chronograph while under water. Thus, although
billed as “diving chronographs”, that function is
reserved for times when the watch is out of the water.
For Blancpain, that imposes a nonsensical restriction
on use. It has equipped both the Fifty Fathoms
chronograph model and the new Bathyscaphe
Chronographe Flyback with sealed pushers that are
water resistant to 30 bar and, thus, may be used
underwater. The result is a timepiece that fully lives
up to its description as a “diving chronograph”.

There are two case materials available for the standard
edition Bathyscaphe Chronographe Flyback. The new
black ceramic with a case diameter of 43.6 mm and
satin brushed stainless steel in a marginally smaller
case, 43 mm in diameter. Both models, like the
Bathyscaphe Automatique, have ceramic bezels
featuring Liquidmetal® indexes. Sail-canvas straps
and NATO straps are available for both models
and the stainless steel version offers an option of
a stainless steel bracelet.
In addition to the two standard editions, Blancpain
has created a special limited series Ocean Commitment
Bathyscaphe Chronographe Flyback. This, limited
to 250 examples, Ocean Commitment model is
distinguished by its special gray ceramic case, dark
blue dial, dark blue ceramic bezel, and engraved
Ocean Commitment winding rotor. To underscore
Blancpain’s broad environmental ocean preservation
and protection initiatives, Blancpain will be making
an additional donation to ocean organizations that it
supports for each one of the Ocean Commitment
timepieces in this special series. •
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OCEAN
COMMITMENT

Blancpain

Blancpain’s dedication to
the cause of preservation and protection
of the world’s oceans.

Preservation and protection of the world’s oceans is
core to Blancpain. With its more than 60 year legacy
of the Fifty Fathoms diving watch, Blancpain has
become close to explorers, photographers, adventurers,
scientists, and environmentalists who treasure this
precious resource. With this affinity has come a
determination to support important activities and
initiatives dedicated to preservation and protection.
Thus, Blancpain has donated freely and generously to
organizations sharing its vision. This support, both
financial and philosophical, is termed the “Blancpain
Ocean Commitment”. For the past several years,

Blancpain’s Ocean Commitment has been manifest
through financial support and partnerships with
leading organizations: the National Geographic
Society’s Pristine Seas expeditions, Laurent Ballesta’s
Gombessa Projects, The Economist’s World Ocean
Summits, the United Nations’ celebration of World
Ocean Day, and the Hans Hass Foundation.
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RAISE AWARENESS,
TRANSMIT OUR PASSION,
HELP PROTECT THE OCEAN
www.blancpain-ocean-commitment.com
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Bringing together the scientists.
Marc A. Hayek welcomes Laurent Ballesta
and Dr. Enric Sala. A moment shared
overlooking Lake Geneva.

The special limited edition Ocean Commitment
Bathyscaphe Chronographe Flyback is linked to this
broadly based Ocean Commitment campaign in
many ways. Not only will additional donations be
made by Blancpain in the name of the watch, but each
purchaser will be invited to join Blancpain’s Ocean
Commitment Circle. Through its website www.
blancpain-ocean-commitment.com owners will be
able to access a select privileged area of the site for
important news and developments. Of course, apart
from the exclusive Circle members area, the site offers
the general public a rich web experience. Visitors to
the site are encouraged to spin the image of the earth
to discover and access information documenting
ocean related activities taking place around the world,
including the Pristine Seas expeditions and Laurent
Ballesta’s Gombessa Projects. In addition, the site
offers more than 2,000 stunning marine life images
taken by the finest photographers in the world.

A further dimension to the Ocean Commitment
comes in the form of a comprehensive volume
bringing together the twin histories of diving and
the Fifty Fathoms. Entitled Fifty Fathoms—The Dive
and Watch History 1953–2013, this volume
comprehensively charts the milestones in the
history of the Fifty Fathoms and evolution of
the world of diving recounting the stories of 24 of
the most important adventurers who pioneered ocean
exploration. Its 475 pages are filled with more than
600 dazzling photographs. Each copy will be
individually numbered. Purchasers of the Ocean
Commitment Bathyscaphe Chronographe Flyback
will receive a copy numbered to correspond to the
serial number of the watch.

Opposite page:
Blancpain sponsored expeditions.
First row: National Geographic Society’s
Pristine Seas expedition to Franz Josef Land
led by Dr. Enric Sala.
Second row: Laurent Ballesta’s
Gombessa expedition to find and study
the coelacanth.
Third row: Pristine Seas expedition to the
Pitcairn Islands.
Bottom: Blancpain’s comprehensive
treatise Fifty Fathoms—The Dive and
Watch History 1953–2013.
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RAISE AWARENESS,
TRANSMIT OUR PASSION,
HELP PROTECT THE OCEAN
www.blancpain-ocean-commitment.com
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TEXT: DR. ENRIC SALA / NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC EXPLORER-IN-RESIDENCE

FRANZ JOSEF
LAND
A National Geographic Pristine Seas
expedition with Blancpain explores
the remote jewel of the Russian Arctic.
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AFTER FIVE YEARS OF DREAMING

and two years of preparation,
I was diving at Franz Josef Land.

My fi ngers were freezing. I was so in pain that I
couldn’t feel if I was still holding my camera.
My lips were so numb that I could barely hold the
regulator in my mouth. The water was green and so
murky that I could not see my fi ns. I continued
descending until the green water disappeared,
as though I was flying through a cloud and reaching the other end, where the sky opens up. A secret
universe unveiled in front of my eyes. A forest of
brown algae was growing on an underwater slope
of dark volcanic rock. Below the algae, a bed of pale
anemones looked like a flower meadow. I swam
closer to the rock. An orange sea spider the size
of my hand moved slowly among the undersea
meadow, in search of prey. After five years of
dreaming and two years of preparation, I was
diving at Franz Josef Land, virtually the top of the
world. This was going to be the most demanding
and complex of our Pristine Seas expeditions.

Franz Josef Land is the northernmost archipelago
in Russia and the closest landmass to the North Pole,
only second to the northern tip of Greenland.
In the winter, ice and snow carpet the 192 islands of
Franz Josef Land. The sea freezes, locking the islands
in a white trap. The sun is gone for six months,
submerging this remote world in a perpetual night.
It is one of the most forbidding places on the planet.
In the summer, when the sea ice melts and the sun
stays above the horizon 24 hours a day, the cold and
the darkness morph into a blooming miracle, turning
white ice into a green oasis.

Left side: Anemones in the frigid
waters of Franz Josef Land look
like Arctic underwater flowers.
Right side, on top: The northernmost kelp forest in the world at
Cape Fligely.
Below: Giant sea spiders
crawled on muddy bottoms in
search for prey.
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THE SEA FREEZES, locking

the islands in a white trap.
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Because of its remoteness and isolation, and because
of its strategic location during the Cold War,
Franz Josef Land has remained closed to outsiders
until very recently. Since the early 20th century,
the only human residents were a few dozen military
personnel and scientists from the Soviet Union and
later the Russian Federation, who conducted detailed
meteorological and oceanographic observations of the
high Arctic. The non-human residents? Polar bears,
walruses, bowhead whales, seals, and hundreds of
thousands of seabirds.
We went to Franz Josef Land on a Pristine Seas expedition with Blancpain in July-August 2013, in collaboration with the Russian Arctic National Park and the
Russian Geographical Society. The goal of our expedition was to survey the Arctic wildlife in the region,
to assess the long-term changes due to the warming
of the Arctic.
During five weeks at Franz Josef Land our international team of 40 scientists, filmmakers and support
personnel explored and surveyed on 22 islands, and
conducted over 250 dives. We collected data on the
abundance of algae, invertebrates, fish, walruses, polar
bears, and seabirds.

Fifty species of seabirds inhabit Franz Josef Land
during the Arctic summer, some forming enormous
nesting colonies, like that at the imposing Rubini
Rock. Rubini Rock is a massive vertical cliff, made by
basalt that crystallized in the shape of hexagonal
prisms, giving it the likes of a giant organ. From a mile
away, I could hear the squeaks and calls of the seabirds.
Getting closer, I could see so many birds flying that
they seemed like a giant cloud of mosquitoes in a
summer day. We took our ship as close to the cliff as
possible, and only then the rock revealed its baroque
richness. Kittiwakes and little auks nested on the
rocky cliff and slope, taking advantage of every crack
and nook, every hole beneath boulders, to lay their
eggs and raise their chicks. Every single horizontal
space, many as small as a dessert plate, was occupied.
The opening of the sea ice in the summer and the
permanent sunlight fosters blooms of microscopic
organisms in the sea, which are the base of the food
chain that supports such extraordinary number
of seabirds.

I could see SO MANY BIRDS FLYING
that they seemed like a giant
cloud of mosquitoes in a summer day.

Upper right: Kittiwakes nest by the tens of
thousands in rocky cliffs of Franz Josef Land.
Right: Little auks feed on small crustaceans
that grow in the Arctic summer waters.
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But now, Arctic waters are getting warmer, and that
facilitates the northward migration of plankton from
the Atlantic. Little shrimp-like organisms, copepods,
are the main prey item for the little auks. An Atlantic
species of copepod, smaller and less nutritious than
its Arctic counterparts, is now found in increasing
numbers around Franz Josef Land. If Atlantic copepods replace Arctic copepods, the feeding of the little
auks, and hence their ability to raise chicks, may be
compromised. This is just one of many changes occurring in Franz Josef Land and the high Arctic. We do
not know what the outcome will be, but we know that
the Arctic of the future will be different from that
witnessed by the 19th-century Austro-Hungarian
Tegetthoff expedition that discovered these islands
and named them after the Austrian emperor.
Until the early 1990s, sea ice was found throughout
the Franz Josef Land archipelago even in summer.
But when we were there in the summer of 2013,
there was no sea ice. We were standing at Cape
Fligely on Rudolf Island, the northernmost point in
Franz Josef Land, and all we could see was blue water,
as far as the horizon. Near our ship we saw a polar bear,
standing on black rock, between the edge of a glacier
and the sea. We put one of our small boats in the water
and got close to the bear. Behind the bear, the glacier
was melting and projecting a waterfall into the sea.
It seemed as if the bear was also looking for the sea ice,
confused by the changes in its world. With the sea ice
edge nowhere to be seen, the seals are gone, and polar
bears have to depend on a diet based mostly on
seabirds, their eggs, and grass.
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Lifting a third of its body out of the water,
HE LOOKED LIKE A MOUNTAIN.

Despite the lack of sea ice, Franz Josef Land continues
to be an extraordinary refuge for Arctic wildlife,
including another large animal, the Atlantic walrus.
Walruses are, second to elephant seals, the biggest
pinniped species. Large males weigh up to one ton
and a half.
I love diving with sharks and other large animals.
Diving with whales is especially exciting because
they are the most massive animals in the ocean.
Being close to them brings me closer to life—it is
hair-raising yet safe. But there was one large
animal at Franz Josef Land that I wasn’t so sure about
diving with. That’s the walrus. Walruses are huge
mountains of fat guarded by long ivory tusks. I can
imagine the fi rst humans who saw walruses; they
might have thought they were marine monsters.
We came to Franz Josef Land with the intention of
diving with them.
Near the old Soviet Tikhaya research station, we
donned our dry suits, carried our tanks and cameras
down a precarious ladder leading from our mother
ship to our zodiac. We then traveled west for half an
hour, toward a small island where we were told there

was a walrus aggregation. There were indeed walruses,
and we could smell them before we could see them.
About 300 of them were lying down, lazily, on a beach.
There were males, females, and two-month-old calves.
We approached the beach with our zodiac, as quietly
as possible. A few walruses that were in the water came
to inspect us. Walruses have very sensitive whiskers,
although they are like a thick monofilament fishing
line. We cautiously put our cameras in the water with
a pole, to get a feel for their behavior, before deciding
whether to jump in. A group of four walruses came
immediately to inspect our boat. As they got closer we
realized how large they were. A large female swam
close to us and touched the camera dome with her
whiskers, then swimming back suddenly, surprised
and apparently scared by the feeling of the glass on her
whiskers. The other walruses dived and disappeared.
We waited for them to surface. I became a little anxious
as we saw two of them diving underneath our zodiac.
Suddenly, a male surfaced so close to us that his exhale
sprayed me. Lifting a third of its body out of the water,
he looked like a mountain with formidable tusks.
He dived again and swam away. At that very moment
we decided that we were going to postpone our diving
with the walruses.

Top left: This walrus seemed to
want to jump into the
expedition’s zodiac, and scared
everyone on board.
Right: Walruses are very curious
animals, coming close to inspect
everything from underneath.
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Franz Josef Land is a zakaznik, a natural reserve
managed by the Russian Arctic National Park.
After the expedition, the Park submitted a proposal to
the Russian Ministry of Natural Resources and the
Environment to give Franz Josef Land and the waters
surrounding it National Park status. In a time when
the loss of sea ice in the summer will see an increase
of shipping, oil exploration, and development in
the Arctic, Russia has a unique opportunity to fully
protect one of the last places left on the planet that
still resembles the world during the last ice age.
Franz Josef Land is a living experimental ground to
observe how Arctic wildlife will adapt to a warming
world. Ensuring that this precious refuge remains safe
from direct human impacts will show Russia’s leadership in Arctic conservation, and send a strong signal
to other nations to follow. •

National Geographic’s Pristine Seas expeditions are one of the core elements of Blancpain’s
Ocean Commitment. Blancpain was the first
to lend financial support to these expeditions,
joining as a Mission Partner in 2011. Since that
time, it has sponsored eight of the Pristine Seas
expeditions, including Franz Josef Land, which

Franz Josef Land is a
LIVING EXPERIMENTAL GROUND

to observe how Arctic wildlife will
adapt to a warming world.

Upper right: Whales migrate north to
Franz Josef Land waters in the summer,
after sea ice melts.
Right: Hayes Island has some reminders
from a larger population during
Soviet times. The Russian government
is now cleaning the trash on this and
other islands.

Dr. Enric Sala describes in the preceding article. And the Mission Partnership is continuing
as Blancpain has committed its ongoing
support. Beyond giving financial backing,
Blancpain’s CEO, Marc A. Hayek, serves as a
member of the Pristine Seas Board of Advisors.
Particularly rewarding are the concrete protec-

tion and preservation results that have been
achieved from these efforts. Pristine Seas has
succeeded in obtaining firm governmental
approvals protecting over 1.6 million square
kilometers of ocean! Blancpain is proud to have
contributed to this success story.

RAISE AWARENESS,
TRANSMIT OUR PASSION,
HELP PROTECT THE OCEAN
www.blancpain-ocean-commitment.com
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TEXT: JEFFREY S. KINGSTON

Villeret Tourbillon

12 JOURS
With a familiar look, Blancpain debuts
an entirely new tourbillon.
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A bit of numerology for the number twelve.
No points for the association with the number of
months in a year. Equally no points for either the
twelve animals of the Chinese calendar or the
twelve signs of the Zodiac. Twelve works of
Hercules. Twelve principal divinities in Greek
mythology. Maybe a bit more obscure, twelve
imposing rooms in the Scandinavian paradise.
Twelve lions decorating the steps of the throne of
Solomon in Arab legends. Twelve planets in the
solar system (a bit of fudging there as one has to
count Pluto, which just lost its planet status, and
then add planets thought to have been destroyed).
And a twelve day power reserve for Blancpain’s new
Villeret Tourbillon 12 Jours.
Before turning to a detailed examination of the
Villeret Tourbillon 12 Jours and its new movement,
denominated the caliber 242, it is worthwhile to pause
for a brief review of tourbillon basics. The tourbillon,
first invented and patented by Abraham-Louis
Breguet in 1801, was conceived to improve watch
chronometry. All watches are subject to small gravity
induced rate errors when the watch is in a vertical
position; in some vertical positions gravitational
forces cause the watch to run slightly fast and in others

to run slightly slow. The core idea of a tourbillon is to
cancel out those errors by constantly rotating the rate
keeping elements of the watch over 360 degrees. This
rotation would pass the rate keeping elements of the
balance wheel and escapement through both the “fast”
and “slow” positions, in principle, one cancelling out
the other. Classic construction, described in the first
patent and followed ever since, utilizes a cage carrying
the balance wheel and escapement and rotating the
cage around a fixed gear. As with all tourbillons, and
in contrast with Blancpain’s Carrousel that also
cancels rate errors by rotating the timekeeping components, the rotation of the cage is directly linked to
the escapement. The power delivered by the watch’s
gear train to turn the cage also powers the escapement
and, if that rotation around the fixed gear were to stop
for any reason, the watch would stop running.

A POWER RESERVE THAT IS
UNMATCHED at 12 days.
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No doubt there will be some Blancpain savants who,
following a quick glance at the Villeret Tourbillon
12 Jours and upon spying a familiar form of tourbillon
cage, may conclude that it is simply a warming over
of a movement that has been in the collection for
many years. That’s the trouble with quick glances, for
nothing could be further from the truth. Certainly the
form of the cage may honor Blancpain’s long tourbillon
history, as does the off center placement of the balance
wheel, but this is a 100% new movement. It was important to Marc A. Hayek from the outset of this
development project that Blancpain respect tradition.
The architecture of the tourbillon cage, placement of
the balance wheel off center, and absence of a top
bridge (which makes it a “flying tourbillon”, described
more fully later in this article) were all watchmaking
landmarks and firsts when Blancpain first introduced
them in 1989. Indeed, upon its debut, it was the world’s
first flying one minute tourbillon in a wristwatch
and offered the longest power reserve in history for
a tourbillon, 8 days. Ironically, it has become so
recognizable that Blancpain’s team has seen that when
counterfeiters seek to imitate a tourbillon, the shapes
they often use are those of this classic Blancpain design.
Blancpain may have preserved this core DNA,
but as we shall see, this movement, the caliber 242,
is entirely new.

Before starting with a tour of all the new features and
constructions of the Villeret Tourbillon 12 Jours, focus
for a moment on what the eye cannot see: its performance. The name says it all. This is a tourbillon that
offers a full 12 day power reserve. In fact, the watch is
capable of running for around 14 days, but to be conservative is rated at 12. No other automatic winding
tourbillon in the world can match this performance.
What is all the more remarkable is that this record
breaking capability has been achieved with a single
winding barrel. Naturally, the barrel is large, both in
diameter and in thickness. It occupies nearly the full
height of the movement. Its winding disk (termed
“rochet”) is visible from the back of the watch at the
6 o’clock position bearing a decorative wheel (with
Blancpain’s signature à jante form) on its top surface.
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The new tourbillon offers both SUBTLE
AND MAJOR IMPROVEMENTS.

A good place to begin the inspection of the 242 is
with the balance wheel. Fashioned out of black
treated Glucydur, with semi spiral shaped arms,
the outer rim is curved inward at each of the four
positions of the gold regulation screws. There are two
important reasons for this inward curve. Since the
curve is inward, the heads of the regulation screws do
not protrude beyond the outer circumference of the
wheel. This allows for the fitting of a larger balance
wheel within the confines of the cage than would be
the case if the reverse were true and, in fact, at 7.95
in diameter, this is the largest balance wheel of all
of Blancpain’s tourbillons. There is a second important
reason that underlies this distinctive balance wheel
form. With the regulation screws recessed, there is less
air resistance as the balance wheel oscillates back and
forth, particularly as its elements pass in close proximity to the pillars of the cage. High technology serves
for the spiral, as it is made of silicium.

The tourbillon cage, shaped as its ancestor, is,
however, the largest that Blancpain has ever built.
It’s placement of the balance wheel outside the center
of rotation allows for a thinner construction than were
the balance wheel centered in the cage. This placement
also locates the pallet fork and escape wheel in plain
view so that the “tick tock” of the watch can be easily
seen as the tourbillon marches around in its rotation.
In keeping with Blancpain’s traditions, the tip of the
cage, which is the mounting place for the escapement,
has a finger which functions as a seconds hand.
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With close inspection of the tourbillon porthole one
radical and four subtle differences from what
Blancpain had done before will emerge. In all of its
other tourbillons, the supporting bridge for the cage
spans across the back of the movement. This backside
support for the cage is doubly important. Standard
tourbillon construction suspends the cage between
two supports: one dial side, the other at the back of
the movement. Blancpain achieved a very important
watchmaking advance when it introduced the world’s
first f lying one minute tourbillon. The “f lying”
description means that the dial side support,
generally with a bridge, was completely removed,
opening the tourbillon up to an unobstructed view by
the owner. The entire support for the tourbillon is
from the back with its mounting on a back side bridge.
With the caliber 242 what had been a side-to-side
bridge in Blancpain’s traditional design has been
replaced by a curved bridge that encircles the drive
wheel engaged with the pinion that powers the rotation
of the cage and, of course, the escapement. It is
still a flying tourbillon, however, as there is no dial

side bridge. With the larger tourbillon and larger
cage comes a larger pinion to drive the tourbillon,
a 14 tooth pinion in contrast with Blancpain’s
predecessor tourbillons that use a 7 tooth pinion.
Keep in mind that this pinion powers both the rotation of the cage and the escapement. This brings us to
another subtle difference, the fixed gear. The basic
principle of all tourbillon systems is rotation of
the cage and its time keeping components (the balance
wheel and escapement) around a fixed gear. The gear
train of the watch delivers power to the pinion of the
cage which carries the escapement that, in turn, is engaged with the fixed gear. Whereas Blancpain’s other
tourbillons utilize a largely solid fixed gear, the caliber
242 has a lighter airier look with a spoked, open wheel.
The fi nal subtle distinction seen in the porthole is
actually something not seen. With the other
tourbillon calibers, the top edge of the watch’s hour
wheel pokes up on the very bottom of the porthole;
it is now fully hidden, lying behind the dial and
below the hole.
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One thing has not changed. The backside bearing
for the flying tourbillon is constructed using ceramic
ball bearings as is now done with all of Blancpain’s
tourbillons. The last subtle difference that emerges
from an examination of the porthole area calls upon
fine powers of observation. Instead of lying below the
level of the top plate of the movement, the top of the
tourbillon cage extends .6 mm above the plate. In this
way, the caliber 242 occupies common ground with
Blancpain’s carrousels that also elevate the top of the
cage above the top plate. The reason, of course, is to
enhance visibility.

Time to turn the watch over. The first thing that will
strike the eye of the observer is the decoration of the
movement bridges which have been hand guilloched
with a flinqué pattern. The winding rotor (made of red
gold for the gold version and platinum for the limited
platinum series) has also been hand decorated with a
carved motif. However, even more eye catching is the
form of the rotor. It has been open worked so as to
leave open for view the decoration of the movement
bridges below. There is a bit of a trick involved in
order to open up the rotor in this way. Of course,
taking away all of the heavy gold or platinum that
would otherwise occupy the space which is now open,
by itself, would reduce the mass of the rotor and
adversely impact winding efficiency. The trick is that
that the outside edge of the rotor extends well below
its surface and outside the perimeter of the movement.
That restores the mass taken away to create the open
working and ensures optimal winding. There is another
new twist associated with the automatic winding
system. Blancpain’s other automatic tourbillons
mount the winding rotor on a winding bridge which
lies above the other bridges of the movement. In the
Villeret Tourbillon 12 Jours, the automatic winding
system is flush with the other bridges, which enhances the thinness of the watch and, as well, offers a
greater surface for the hand guilloche decoration.

The OPEN WORKED ROTOR
places on full display the hand
guilloched movement bridges.
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With a watch that boasts a 12 day power reserve,
having a power reserve indicator is extremely useful.
The power reserve indication is seen on the back of
the watch, with an engraved disk showing the reserve
which is read from a very small bridge bearing a
sculpted pointer. Locating the power reserve on
the backside of the watch carries with it unassailable
logic. After a moment of reflection, it becomes clear
that there really are only two times when the owner
would want to see the power reserve: in the morning
before strapping on the watch, to be sure it is
adequately wound prior to starting the day and in the
evening to verify that there is enough wind to carry
the watch through the period during which it won’t

be worn. Either way, it is completely convenient to
look at the indicator with it located on the back.
Thinking further, why clutter up the dial with a power
reserve indicator if it really is only important when
putting on or taking off the watch? Thus, placing it on
the back brings a special purity to the dial.
As befits a watch of this sophistication, the dial is in
full fired enamel. Two case metals are available for
this 42 mm diameter timepiece, either red gold
or platinum. The platinum version is a limited edition,
with a series of but 188 examples. •

As befits a timepiece of this
sophistication, the dial is fashioned in
FULL FIRED ENAMEL.
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SUZHOU
EMBROIDERY
The stunning art of “painting” with silk.
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SILK EMBROIDERY ART ,

sometimes described as needlework painting,
has a rich lineage in China.

“The artist is nothing without the gift, but the gift
is nothing without the work.”
Émile Zola

Whatever your view on much of modern art, and,
in particular, the relative importance of inspiration
vs. intensive dedicated labor in its creation, gazing
upon the exquisite woven silk tableaus of Juying Lu
and her daughter, Meihong Lu, will provoke not a
smidgen of doubt concerning the staggering degree
of painstaking detailed hand craft poured into
each and every one. Technically their works are
called “embroidery”, but to many that word leads
down a false path, as it conjures images of hand
towels, table place mats, slippers and scores of
other utilitarian objects. The Lu’s embroidery is
painting with silk. Using microscopically fine
threads, they create portraits, landscapes, flowers
and animal images with all of the depth and detail
of the finest realist painters. So banish all thought
of this embroidery as a form of decoration for
useful commodities and think of it as a noble form
of artistic expression.
Silk embroidery art, sometimes described as needlework painting, has a rich lineage in China. Its roots

trace back more than 2,500 years in Suzhou and,
many scholars find its origins elsewhere in China
5,000-6,000 years ago. There are four historical
schools of Chinese embroidery art: Suzhou, Hunan,
Guangdong, and Sichuan. To generalize—and of
course there are exceptions—Suzhou is the most fine,
exuberant and delicate; the Hunan style emphasizes
shades of black, white and gray; Guangdong symmetrical designs; and Sichuan, the oldest of the four,
decoration of quilts, pillows, garments and screens.
The Lu’s live in Suzhou, located in Eastern China,
one and half hour’s drive from Shanghai. Although the
city boasts of its history of more than two and half
millennia of embroidery, with the origins of the craft
rooted in elaborate needlework battle flags, the
art form was effectively extinct after the Cultural
Revolution. Juying learned embroidery from her
mother, beginning at the age of seven. For her it was
the continuation of a family tradition extending back
for generations. In her youth, Suzhou embroiderers
largely emphasized the decoration of special clothes
and burial dresses. There was a practical reason that
embroidery was confined to useful objects. With people struggling to eat and survive, spending on art was
out of the question.
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When Juying was free to resume her art in the 1980’s,
she changed focus, from decoration of useful items,
to silk painting. This was not a decision easily taken
as incomes still had not risen much above that which
had previously prevailed. Nonetheless, she determined to devote herself not only to purely artistic
works, but to the most time consuming elaborate
form: double sided silk painting. For those familiar
with conventional embroidery, the first encounter
with double sided is startling. Where is the backside?
Where are the knots for the stitches? There is no backside. There are no visible knots. Instead, there are two
different images, placed on opposite sides of the silk
canvas. The appearance is of a magician’s trick.
Must be two pieces to the canvas. Maybe there is an unseen split that hides the backsides and knots. The answer
is that there is no trick. Not two pieces of silk canvas.
No hidden splits. Instead, the microscopically thin silk
threads—more about that in a moment—are stitched
two threads at the same time—one for each side—and
knots hidden as they are stitched at a 90 degree angle,
thus, made invisible from both sides. Thus, the
magician’s trick is deftness of hand.

Juying walked a long road when she undertook to
resuscitate the art of fine needle painting. Her first
effort after the eight year hiatus during the Cultural
Revolution was a kimono. A prank by her son, turning
the kimono inside out, placed her on the launching
pad. Her neighbors and the local government both
were startled by the beauty of the back side of the
kimono’s embroidery. Encouraged by both to create
works to sell, Juying went one step further, deciding
to embroider a two sided image of a cat. This was a
pioneering effort for her in two respects. Not only was
it the first two sided work in Suzhou, but the first art
piece created with a sale in mind. She labored many
months before the work was completed. Such were her
circumstances, she could not immediately afford to
purchase a frame to hold the cloth. As stunning as the
piece was, even in its frameless state, the sale did not
happen overnight. Her efforts to sell to local restaurants
sadly failed. Nonetheless, she persevered and finally
was rewarded with a sale, and, coincident with it,
a grant from the government to purchase the frame.
The sale price: 700 yuan (less than CHF 100). For her
this was an astonishing price, representing more than
three times one year’s income.

Suzhou needlework painting distinguishes itself by its
fineness. Above all the other Chinese schools of
embroidery, the thread used in Suzhou is the thinnest.
Each silk thread used is divided—by hand—to a
breathtaking thinness up to a mere one 48th of its
original diameter. Only with this impossibly thin
dimension can the artist achieve the fine detail of
these paintings which rivals the almost microscopic
brush strokes of the great Dutch masters.

SUZHOU needlework painting
distinguishes itself by its FINENESS.
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Above left: Juying Lu and her daughter,
Meihong, flank one of their artists.
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That early success was the launch pad for the blooming
not only of her personal career, but embroidery art in
Suzhou. After her first sale, she was able to make sales
in Shanghai in 1982, and two years later, in Beijing.
These were years of unimaginable toil as she worked
a conventional job during the day and embroidered
at night. To sell her works she traveled by bus. Formal
recognition of her talent came in 1985 when she
received an award from the government. As her fame
grew, both President Nixon and Queen Elizabeth acquired pieces of her work; both were double sided cats.

Such is the success of this re-discovered craft that
EMBROIDERY ART SHOW ROOMS NOW DOMINATE
THE ENTIRETY OF A SUZHOU DISTRICT.

Her technique matured as well over these years.
She developed a system for layering her stitches to give
her paintings more life and depth. With each successive layer, the silk thread she used became thinner.
This was an entirely new technique for the art of
needle painting, one she named “split thread”.
As her success grew, the local government in 1990
officially appointed her to develop and expand the art
form in the city. In a word, she was charged with
making Suzhou a center for needlework art. As part
of the program, funds were allocated for the construction of buildings for workshops and show rooms.
By her count, Juying has trained 8,000 women in
Suzhou in the art of embroidery. She has taught her
disciples the technique of seeing with their eyes above
the tableau and “seeing” with their hands below.
Of course her daughter is included in that number.
And, lest the calling be thought as 100% confined to
women, there are, in fact, a few men who practice the
art. But not many. Juying counts three or four men,
who have taken up the avocation. Embroidery art
show rooms now dominate essentially the entirety of
one of Suzhou’s districts, shop upon shop, one after
another, including the Lu’s, lining the Xiupin Street
thoroughfare. Plainly, Juying can gaze upon this street
and know that her pioneering work made it all possible.
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One of the Lu’s signature motifs
is LANDSCAPES.
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Both mother and daughter
took up embroidery when they
were but SIX OR SEVEN YEARS OLD.

Juying is now able to work only two hours a day and
charge of her studio has passed to the hands of her
daughter. Meihong’s life has been singularly devoted
to her mother’s craft. Like her mother, she took up
embroidery when she was but six or seven years of age.
Although, Juying initially resisted the idea of Meihong
attending university, her view changed so that
Meihong was able to attend, pursuing studies of art,
drawing and painting. Naturally, this has served her
well in the studio and she has used these skills to
expand the embroidery motifs. With her mother’s
favorite motifs being cats and other animals, Meihong
favors flowers and portraits of people. Portraits are the
most difficult of all the motifs, particularly the sewing
of the eyes. To bring life to these windows to the soul,
Meihong uses the thinnest possible silk in order to
achieve the necessary detail.

As her mother pioneered double sided art in Suzhou,
Meihong was the first to introduce single sided needle
painting. Her idea was that double sided paintings
required too much space when displayed. After all, it
would make no sense to show only one side. Somehow
the piece would have to be mounted in a way protruding from a wall so that both sides were viewable.
Single sided offered the advantage that it could be
mounted on a wall in the same way as a conventional
painting. Although, single sided embroidery had been
used before to decorate objects, when Juying introduced double sided to needle painting, all of the
artisans followed her lead with double sided works.
A similar “follow the leader” phenomenon occurred
when Meihong introduced single sided artistic works.
With many artists now also adopting singled sided,
both forms are flourishing in the city.
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To keep her art fresh
MEIHONG IS DEVOTED TO
CREATION OF NEW MOTIFS.

As her career has progressed, Meihong has come to
realize that Suzhou embroidery is facing challenges.
Principal among them is staying fresh, evolving the
art in a rapidly moving world. Of course, she still looks
to her mother for guidance, but at the same time she
has devoted herself to innovations that combine
tradition with modernity. One of her efforts has been
the creation of new motifs. As Meihong favors flowers,
she has developed unique embroidery techniques and
methods for floral needle painting.
Today, Suzhou needle paintings have traveled far beyond the borders of China. Works are currently being
imported into galleries throughout Europe and United
States and offered for sale, as well, via the internet. •
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Dining in

BEIJING
Venturing to the source in Beijing:
Peking Duck and Mongolian lamb.
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TWO TEMPLES offering

regional specialties,
vivid in their contrasts.

If you are angling for the dunce cap at a cocktail, try
impassioned discourse on globalization, as if offering pearls of wisdom. So, been living in a cave off the
grid for the past two decades have you? And your
revelation is what exactly? Of course we live in a
globalized world, knitting ourselves together ever
tighter and at an ever increasing velocity. And globalization, however profound, in multiple arenas,
seems nowhere more deeply rooted than in the
world of food. Today, every major city pulses to the
beat of legions of the world’s cuisines. No need to
travel, simply stroll into the ethnic neighborhoods
and it’s all there.
Almost, but not quite. Globalization or no, there are
just some things that have to be experienced at the
source. Nowhere is the point pounded home more
emphatically than in Beijing with two restaurants that
have established themselves as reference points for
two storied local dishes: Da Dong for Peking Duck

and Jing Wu Zhen for whole Mongolian lamb. In both
cases what is offered exists in the same way nowhere
else in the world, no matter how vigorous and spirited
the migration of chefs and recipes may be from Beijing to the outside world. Remarkable, however, is the
vivid contrast between these two temples of regional
specialties, as one oozes luxury and glitz, the other
provincial rusticity.
Da Dong. Can one person almost single handedly cast
such a large shadow that the very mention of a legendary dish, one that has existed for centuries, calls to
mind his name? Chef Dong Zhenxiang has accomplished just that; he and his now eight restaurants in
Beijing (plus two new additions in Shanghai), have
become synonymous with Peking Duck. He is the reference point. Yet, none of this notoriety has happened
by accident or serendipity. Instead, Dong earned his
title through extraordinarily hard work and, as with all
of the world’s great chefs, obsessive attention to detail.

Opposite above: One of the
private rooms at Da Dong;
opposite below: a private room
at Jing Wu Zhen.
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Dong’s father was a chef who instilled in him a deep
appreciation for the traditions of Beijing cooking and
propelled him to enroll in cooking school. That was
followed by apprenticeships in a number of different
restaurants in Beijing. That progression…family
cooking heritage, formal training, apprenticeships in
several restaurants…sounds a familiar refrain when
compared to the backgrounds of many of the world’s
celebrated chefs. There was one wrinkle, however.
This all took place during the period when it was the
Chinese state which ran the school and which owned
and operated the restaurants.
Plainly, from the beginning, Dong was an entrepreneur. As state control restrictions began to relax in
1985, he opened his first restaurant. Sharing dinner
and stories with him recently it was impossible to

The Da Dong rule:
ROASTING THE DUCKS OVER
FRUIT WOOD FIRES.

conjure the images of his first restaurant as he
described it. We were sitting in his newest Beijing
Da Dong, a 1.2 billion yuan temple to duck, suffused
with luxury in every dimension, from its opulent
private rooms, surrounding shimmering ponds, and
labyrinthine blue lit entrance walkways. How to juxtapose Dong’s descriptions of his first restaurant that
reduced him to battling the smoke from his roasting
ducks? In those days, as he struggled to earn enough
to buy equipment for the kitchen, it was Dong himself
who tended the stoves and fires.
Of course, that has all changed as impressive brigades
now preside over cooking and presentation, leaving
Dong free to concentrate on the conception of the
cuisine, which he terms “research”. His cooking has
evolved to incorporate artistic riffs into Beijing classics.
Everywhere, that is, except for the core principles of
the preparation of Peking Duck.
Rules for duck. First, gas fired ovens, used almost
everywhere else, are completely beyond consideration. Ducks cooked in a gas oven acquire a surface
residue which Dong rejects. Instead, at all Da Dong
restaurants, the ducks, necks and heads still attached,
are hung on hooks and cooked over roaring fruit
wood fires. Apple and peach wood are used interchangeably, both obtained from groves arrayed in the
mountains surrounding Beijing. The ducks, as well,
are raised locally. Since the day he opened his first
restaurant, Dong has been working with but a single
source, a farmer who has been breeding ducks for
nearly 50 years and who sells only to Dong. By insisting on supply from but one farm, Dong is sure that
breeding will be both correct and the diet of the birds
consistent. That breeding is oriented toward extra lean
birds which are then nurtured according to strict
standards and are subject to careful health controls.
The right age is 45 days and each day 1,200 ducks
make their journey to Dong’s restaurants.
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After roasting to a rich mahogany brown color, tradition is preserved in the table side presentation and
carving. Gloved chefs wheel the duck into the dining
room and deftly carve off the precious crackly skin.
There are two schools of thought on the all-important
“holder” for eating the duck: buns vs. pancakes.
Da Dong casts its lot “predominantly” in the second
camp, believing that all that is needed is minimalist
casing with which to grasp the meat but, by no means,
to distract from it. “Predominantly a pancake” is an
artfully chosen description, as the ultra-thin pancakes
have crunch and seem to resemble lavosh which has
been formed into crisp hollow dome. Two variations
are on the menu; the more traditional of the two is
accompanied by hoisin sauce and an armada of additional garnishes: shallots, white sugar, garlic puree,
preserved vegetables, pickles, radish, and cucumber,
all chosen to set off the richness of the meat.

Although the script underneath the neon sign above
the door reads “Da Dong Super Neat Roast Duck”,
Chef Dong offers a staggeringly broad selection of
dishes in addition. Indeed, the menu, surpassing even
the most ambitious of wine lists in its bulk and girth,
50 cm in height and boasting fully 138 pages, is an
encyclopedic catalog of grand Chinese cuisine. Despite
its formidable length, the menu should be comforting
for visitors, as each of the dishes is photographed
removing all mystery for those who might otherwise
be challenged in understanding the descriptions.

There is, however, a second variant on the menu.
Classically, Peking Duck is married with a sweet
hoisin sauce. Completely without peer, Da Dong
offers an utterly unexpected luxury version, conceived
in precisely opposite terms from sweet hoisin, that of
salt, in the form of a generous dollop of black caviar.
Nothing is meant to stand in the way of this full
throttle preparation as sections of the carefully carved
skin, each bearing a caviar mound, are simply poised
atop cucumber. This caviar pairing transports the
duck into new, suavely sophisticated, gastronomic
territory. It draws out the smoky accents from the
wood fire roasting that otherwise would be largely
masked with traditional hoisin. One caution: this is
an order ahead dish as only three caviar ducks per day
are available.

TWO VERSIONS OF DUCK

are offered, traditional with hoisin sauce
and another with caviar.
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Perhaps not on the sign above the door, but nearly
every bit the “must have” as the duck, is his Steamed
King Crab with Shaoxing Wine. For those unfamiliar
with Alaskan King Crab, and, yes, Dong sources his
from Alaska, banish all thoughts of salad plate sizes.
King Crabs are monsters, dwarfing all other crab
varieties. The crab segments are enveloped in an ethereal egg custard incorporating the 20 year old rice
wine, crab roe, shrimp oil and stock. The cloud like
custard beautifully accents the sweet flavors of the
copiously portioned giant crab.

Drama is definitely part of Da Dong’s repertoire,
even with a traditional Chinese soup preparation.
Eschewing the usual large bowl and ladle serving style
followed, even in the most sophisticated of Chinese
restaurants, individual portions of Foamed Cuttlefish
Roe Soup were presented en papillote in individual
transparent plastic packages poised upon searingly
hot rocks. Laid in front of each diner, the packets of
vigorously boiling soup are opened by the waiters.
Of course, that is a form of tableside theater, but the
rocks do serve to maintain the temperature of the
savory, deeply flavored soup.
There was an element of East meets West with the
King Crab, a Western ingredient prepared in a Chinese
style, but Dong’s foie gras is full on West, or almost so.
Why the qualifier? Because the actual source of the
foie gras is Shanghai, the product of a French/Chinese
joint venture. Shanghai origins or no, taste and texture
are classically French, as is the preparation, served
cold glazed with cherry.

There is an
EAST MEETS WEST

side to Da Dong.

Opposite top: Steamed King Crab
with Shaoxing wine;
lower left: Foamed Cuttlefish Roe Soup;
lower right: Peking Duck with caviar.

As uncompromising as Dong is in maintaining his
Beijing roots with his signature Peking Duck, he
increasingly is weaving the West into his life. He is
passionate about single malt scotch, making a point
of visiting Scotland annually. One of his leisure pursuits
is photography with his prized Hasselblad camera.
The candles in his restaurant are German. The watch
on his wrist is, of course, a Blancpain.
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Jing Wu Zhen. A dinner at Da Dong to experience the
ultimate Peking Duck is a pilgrimage. But an easy one.
All six locations in Beijing are located in the center of
the city, readily accessible from major hotels. A dinner
at Jing Wu Zhen, on the other hand, calls for fortitude,
near infinite patience in traffic jams, and a knowledgeable chauffeur equipped with an equally knowledgeable
GPS. Jing Wu Zhen is located in Beijing’s netherlands,
unassumingly tucked away in a non-descript apartment building and fronting what otherwise is an
unremarkable alleyway.
No sense just dropping in, as if that were even fathomable considering the two hour drive from the
center of Beijing (two hours if everything goes right);
Jing Wu Zhen only welcomes guests who have reserved ahead of time. In fact, Jing Wu Zhen has more
of the ambiance of a private club than an open to the
public restaurant. This ties to its origins, as its owner
Zhang Jun Pu originally opened Jing Wu Zhen as a
club for his friends. After 14 months, Zhang has
quietly opened Jing Wu Zhen’s doors to the public.
No advertising. No guide listings. Certainly no internet
presence. No TripAdvisor reviews. No Yelp reports.
No Facebook Likes. Before going to Jing Wu Zhen for

the first time, a Google search yielded…absolutely
nothing. That is the very essence of clandestine.
Even Google does not know. He is content to let word
of Jing Wu Zhen slowly leak out by word of mouth.
Da Dong is known for its signature Peking Duck and
the entire restaurant orbits around the dish, but its
138 page menu abounds with additional choices for the
meal. Jing Wu Zhen is geometrically more single minded as lamb is the only item on the menu. It is a lamb
that exists at no other restaurant in the world. Glorious,
succulent, deeply savory, magnificent, tender, lamb.
Jing Wu Zhen’s 27 year old chef, Li Lin Yu, traces the
recipe to his grandfather’s friend. This friend was the
personal chef of General Chaing Kai Chek and, as a gift,
he recorded his recipe on paper and in the Tibetan
language. Then living in Mongolia, Li searched for
someone to translate and set himself upon the enterprise to duplicate it. His failure on the first attempt
was epic. The lamb was too old. The spice mixture was
wrong. As he could not control the heat, the lamb was
incinerated. And then to make his humiliation complete, he was beaten physically and fiercely by his
grandmother for having wasted a perfectly good lamb.

There is A SINGLE ITEM
ON THE MENU at Jing Wu Zhen,
MONGOLIAN LAMB.

Opposite: Chef Li Lin Yu.
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Opposite: The lamb is slow
roasted for four hours.

The Mongolian lamb
IS SERVED WHOLE

for diners to share.

Attempt number two was somewhat better, but nonetheless earned rebuke from his grandfather, evidently
less severe than previously administered by his grandmother. Over the next three years, Li moved throughout Mongolia, cooking rustic dishes in simple Muslim
restaurants, all the while perfecting his inherited lamb
recipe. By the end he had transformed what called for
lamb cooked on a skewer in a clay oven, to the slow
grilling of an entire lamb over apple wood set upon a
special scented mud floor. Although the original recipe called for a spice rub and Li has adhered to that
general notion, he has dramatically altered the composition of the rub, removing sugar from the original
and incorporating many more herbs and even some
medicinal elements. All told the rub is composed of
50 different ingredients.

As studied and perfected as the recipe may now be,
it is the lamb itself that remains the star. Li uses only
baby milk fed Mongolian lambs. Raised for their
lambskin, Jing Wu Zhen is the eager buyer for the
remainder of the animal. Every day 22 lambs are air
shipped to Jing Wu Zhen. Hung for 3 days to soften
the meat and dissipate the acid in the muscles and,
after generously applying the spice rub, Li splays out
each whole lamb upon a frame for grilling. Slow long
cooking is the secret as each lamb is grilled for four
hours. At most 11 lambs are available for each meal.
Unless you are a ravenous carnivore, Jing Wu Zhen is
not for solo diners. First there are no individual tables
as such, all dining takes place in private rooms,
each decorated in Mongolian themes. Then there is the
lamb. Banish the idea of delicate morsels artistically
composed as a sculpture or mosaic upon the plate,
thereupon to be solemnly transported into the dining
room sous cloche. Instead what is served is the entire
lamb, still splayed on its grilling rack. Each of the rectangular tables in the dining rooms has been specially
built to accommodate the whole lamb in its center.
Of course there are plates and chopsticks at each place
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setting around the table, but that formality seems
largely for show. The implement of choice is one’s hand.
Plastic gloves are offered and each diner is schooled
on the primal art of selecting and tearing off small
portions of the stunningly succulent and savory meat
with its heady spices. No need for knives and none
are offered. Hands dart around the carcass as each
diner ranges over the animal searching for small
crispy morsels or, alternatively, privileged “cuts” such
as the tender neck, leg or rack. The sole accompaniment is a rustic flat bread cooked over the same apple
wood fires as the lamb.
There actually is the possibility for an alternative to
the grilled lamb. Of course, this is lamb as well,
braised in milk and butter. In keeping with the traditions of the restaurant, it, too, is served splayed in the
middle of the table to be eaten with gloved hands.
Absent the savory spices of the grilled version, the
delicate nuances of the meat are front and center.
There is no hint of strong “lamby” flavors that usually
repose in the fat. Instead the lingering impression is
sweet and mild with a texture that vaporizes in the
mouth. Three different sauces are offered but why use
them? This is lamb unlike any other and deserves to
be on the stage by itself.

Grilled with spices or braised? The best solution is two
journeys to the hinterlands.
Beijing teems with eateries of all stripes. But in the
same way that it would be tragic to visit the city and
omit touring the Great Wall and the Forbidden City,
so, also, to miss the experiences of these two glories
of Chinese cooking that exist perfectly only here:
Da Dong’s Peking Duck and Jing Wu Zhen’s lamb. •

Opposite: A few of the spices
used in the complex blend.
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Villeret Quantième Perpétuel

8 JOURS
An ideal combination: a perpetual calendar
and an eight day power reserve.
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If any complication can be classed as “bread and
butter” it would be the perpetual calendar.
Thoroughly practical, a perpetual mechanism goes
about its business quietly, discretely. Resolutely
laboring, hidden in the background out of sight, its
slowly turning wheels and cams dutifully account
for the oddities in the four year cycles of the
Gregorian calendar. No exciting fireworks.
No sparks from spectacular visual displays.
Nothing to call attention to itself. Simply the
display of the correct date all year long.
But that is the genius of perpetual calendars. Its business-like operation delivers what arguably is the most
useful functionality of all watchmaking complications.
This utility is amplified even further when the
perpetual calendar is paired with a movement that
offers an 8 day power reserve. The result: a timepiece
capable of running autonomously for more than a
week with a complete calendar that always is spot on.
That is precisely the calling of Blancpain’s new Villeret
Quantième Perpétuel 8 Jours.
Over the last 30 years Blancpain has offered a wide
variety of perpetual calendars in its collections,
some stand-alone, others paired with additional complications ranging from displays of equation of time,
chronographs, split second chronographs, tourbillons
and minute repeaters etc. Notwithstanding that long
history, the Villeret Quantième Perpétuel 8 Jours’
calendar mechanism is entirely new. Although conceived from a white sheet of paper, it does weave into
its complicated mechanism two current pillars of
Blancpain’s movement design philosophy: security
and hidden correctors.

The concept of security is simple to describe, but difficult to implement. All calendar mechanisms must
provide a means for setting all the calendar indications
if the movement has been allowed to run down.
Industry-wide this has posed a problem of sorts.
Standard calendar mechanisms depend upon daily
changes of the indications which are effectuated
through a geared system. However, if the owner were
to attempt manually to set the calendar indications with
one of these customary designs while the movement
was part way through an automatic change—said
another way while the geared system was engaged
making the change—it is likely that the delicate
mechanism would be broken by the manual intervention. To ameliorate this danger, the customary
practice in the industry has been to issue stern warnings
in the owner’s manual pointing out, usually in a bold
font, the times of the day when it is forbidden to set
the calendar manually.
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TWO CORE BLANCPAIN DESIGN ELEMENTS

are brought to the watch: a secure calendar
mechanism and correctors under the lugs.

In Blancpain’s view the owner’s manual warning
approach, bold print and all, is an unsatisfactory
response. Who wants to fish out a manual every time
that a watch requires setting? Instead, why not design
the movement in such a way that at all times it is
protected from manual setting damage? That is to say,
why not make the movement “secure”. This is
precisely what Blancpain has done with all of its new
calendar mechanisms since it debuted its 66R9 caliber
(complete calendar/moon phase) in 2009. The new
Villeret perpetual follows this lead with a secured design. The owner is free to actuate any of the correctors,
of which there are four (date, day of week, month and
moon phase), at any time without risk of damaging
the mechanism. This secure design places the new
Villeret in rare territory at the head of the class among
perpetual calendars found on the market.
The second “core” Blancpain design element brought
to the new Villeret perpetual is Blancpain’s exclusive
and patented under lug corrector system. The standard
means in the watch world by which calendar indications are manually set is via pushers set into the
sides of a watch case. With an appearance not unlike
a small dimple, this type of corrector requires a tool,
in the form of a pin, in order to be used. Naturally,
in the same way that the user is required to search for
the owner’s manual to know when it is possible to set
the calendar, in order, actually, to accomplish the setting, a further search is required to find the small pin
pusher customarily supplied with the watch, usually
nestled somewhere in the presentation box. Blancpain’s
under lug system fully dispenses with any such tool
requirement. Replacing dimples on the side of case,
together with their associated tool, are small discretely
hidden levers tucked underneath in the recesses of the

lugs. All that is required is one’s fingertip. All four of
the indications are set in mere seconds grasping the
watch in one hand and pushing upon each of the four
small hidden levers with a finger of the other hand.
And there is an added bonus: removal of all the
unsightly dimples that customarily are arrayed on the
outer flanks of almost all other perpetual calendars.
With the correctors hidden under the lugs, the case
sides of the new Villeret are perfectly smooth and
unmarred as befits a prestige timepiece with a
complicated movement.
Of course, it is the automatic functioning of the
perpetual mechanism itself which is central to its
allure. Three main components lie at the heart of its
operation: 1. A 24 hour wheel whose daily rotation
commands the advancement of the date, day of the
week, moon phase, and, at the end of the month,
the month; 2. The program wheel whose shape takes
account of the length of each month over the four year
calendar cycle; and 3. The central lever (called “grande
bascule”) that co-ordinates the changes of date, day of
the week, and, indirectly, the month.
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Two positions of the central lever (in green) on the 30th day
of the month. For a month of 30 days, the central lever is
pushed to a lower position, which causes the finger (in deep
blue) to engage the cam located underneath the 31 tooth
date wheel (in pink) on the 30th of the month, advancing
that wheel to the position of the 1st.
For a month of 31 days, the central lever is positioned higher
so that the finger (in blue) does not engage the cam beneath
the 31 tooth date wheel on the 30th day of the month.
Instead, the finger of the central lever (in green) engages a
tooth of the date wheel causing a single day advance from
the 30th to the 31st.

A view of the program wheel (in blue) showing its varied
shape according to the lengths of the different months of the
year. In this view, the month is October and the date wheel
(in pink) is in the position of the 31st of the month. The
change to the 1st of November will be effectuated by the
lower finger of the central lever (in green) which will engage
a tooth of the date wheel at midnight.
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The 24 hour wheel is the most simple to understand.
It is the means by which the ordinary daily changes
are initiated. The rotation of this wheel carries along
with it a cam that comes into contact with a small lever
that advances the moon phase disk and a nose on the
central lever, one section of which, engages a seven
tooth wheel for the day of the week and another
section of which engages with a 31 tooth wheel for
the date. As the wheel turns once every 24 hours each
of these indications goes forward by one day as the
cam encounters these two levers.
In the middle of a month, the daily change effectuated
by the central lever is easy to understand. As the
central lever is pushed by the cam on the 24 hour
wheel, the displacement which is caused is just enough
to move both the day of the week wheel and the date
wheel one tooth each. Obviously, each tooth
represents a single day. As must be obvious from this
description, seasoned movement savants, gazing at a
calendar plate can easily identify these components
without aid of further explanation; want to find the
day of the week wheel? Look for one with seven teeth.
To find the date wheel? Look for one with 31 teeth.
And, you saw this coming, for the month 12 teeth.
Things get more interesting at the end of the month.
The 31 tooth date wheel carries around with it a cam.
Taking the example of a straightforward 31 day month,
on that day, as the date wheel is advanced by the grand
lever from the 31st to the 1st, its cam engages a
12 tooth gear (you, of course knew that, didn’t you)
advancing it by one tooth. That change is transmitted
to both the month hand and the program wheel
causing each to advance to the next month.
But then, what happens if the month has fewer than
31 days? This is where the design of the program wheel
comes into play. Far from smooth, the program wheel
has a series of indented areas that correspond months
shorter than 31 days. With Blancpain’s design,

the program wheel, turning once per year, has carefully calibrated indented areas on its outer edge; said
another way, it has “programmed” onto its perimeter
the full cycle of the 28, 30 and 31 day months of the
calendar. It is the clever design of the grand lever that
“translates” those indentations into month and date
changes for the short months. There are actually two
fingers on the central lever on its portion facing the
31 tooth date wheel. One finger engages the date wheel
every 24 hours for the normal one tooth advance of
the date. The second finger only becomes engaged
when the opposite end of the lever arm comes into
contact with one of the indented zones of the program
wheel. Positioning is extremely precise as this occurs
on the 30th day of the month for those “non-February
short months”. When this transpires, this second
finger pushes a gear located underneath the 31 tooth
wheel to advance it further than the simple one day
advance effectuated by the other finger. Thus, instead
of advancing only from “30” to “31”, the second finger
adds one more advance to “1”. For those months
that have 31 days, that is to say, months when the pin
on the far end of the grand lever is riding upon a
protruding zone of the program wheel, the second
finger is pushed to a position where it cannot come
into contact with the gear underneath the 31 tooth
wheel; thus, in this position there would be only a
one day advance of the date wheel to move the hand
from “31” to “1”.
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Februaries, those vexing months that allow full
perpetual calendars to strut their stuff and distinguish
themselves from annual calendars that are programmed for the 30 and 31 day months, but not
February, are more complicated still. Poised above the
program wheel that turns once per year is another disk
that accounts for the leap years in the four year calendar cycle. This additional wheel, which turns on an
eight year cycle, has two protruding knobs to handle
the advance for the leap years (one knob for each of
the two leap years that would occur in the eight year
rotation). The “normal” 28 day Februaries are
accounted for on the program wheel by extra deep
indentations. When the pin on the far end of the
central lever falls into this extra deep zone, again
precisely positioned to occur on “28”, this extra deep
penetration causes the second finger to engage not just
one tooth, but three teeth on the wheel underneath
the 31 day wheel. This causes an advance from “28”
to “1”. The two knobs on the eight year disk, change
this in two respects. Whereas the pin on the underside
of the central lever follows the shape of the one year
program wheel, there is another pin on the top side of
the central lever that on a leap year encounters the
knobs on the eight year wheel. In effect, the knob
overrides the program wheel below. When a knob
makes contact with the upper level pin, it moves
the deep penetration zone forward by one day from
the 28th to the 29th and it programs the advance
on the 29th to two days.

The gleaming finishes of the three key components:
the 24 hour wheel (to the right of the moon disk),
the central lever running through the center of
the movement, and the program wheel to the right
of the lever.
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Most perpetual calendars in the industry dispense
with all seconds indications and, indeed, several of
Blancpain’s previous perpetual calendar models have
fallen into this category. With the new Villeret,
Blancpain wanted to include the soothing convenience of a seconds indication on the dial. Isn’t it
always reassuring to glance at a watch face to see the
seconds hand marching around its circle?
To achieve this, two considerations called for cleverness in construction. It was not enough simply to add
a small seconds hand. Respect for aesthetics dictated
the position. In order to achieve perfect symmetry on
the dial, with the placement of the extra-large moon
phase display balanced against the subdials for the date,
day of week and month and, at the same time, center
the small seconds hand onto the moon, the normal
position of the axis for small seconds from the base
movement needed to be altered. This was accomplished by adding a system of four supplemental
wheels on the back side of the movement to effectuate
this change of position.

The base movement itself follows the design path
which now distinguishes Blancpain’s new calibers.
It offers an 8 day power reserve thanks to three main
spring barrels. Its balance wheel is fashioned in
titanium—a patented invention—with fine regulation
accomplished by four heavy gold screws. Screwed fine
regulation is far more resistant to shock, than the
much more common racket adjustments used by most
brands. The balance spiral is made of silicium which
offers high resistance to magnetic fields and, together
with the carefully engineered three barrel system that
evens the spring force as the barrels unwind, endows
the watch with steady rate keeping over the full period
of the power reserve. The movement plates and bridges
boast traditional hand applied côtes de Genève,
anglage and perlage finishes. The solid gold automatic
winding rotor is decorated with a guilloche pattern.
The Villeret perpetual is housed in a 42 mm platinum
or red gold case. The platinum version is limited to but
188 examples. The dial re-enforces the sophistication
of the ensemble as it is crafted in full fired bombé
enamel with Roman numeral markers. •

With three mainspring barrels
an EIGHT DAY POWER RESERVE is achieved.
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Seven generations in

VOSNE-ROMANÉE
A tale of seven generations
of the Gros family in Burgundy’s
most prestigious village.
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OF COURSE to know Burgundy

study the appellations, but
STUDY MORE THE WINEMAKERS.

There is little likelihood that even a novice on the
wine scene would confuse Burgundies and
Bordeaux. To begin with, these two revered wine
regions are not only geographically remote from
one another, there is no overlap whatever between
the grape varietals grown in each. Moreover, as
these varietals speak in assertive distinctive voices,
there is little risk that they will be confounded in
blind tastings. But if this is not enough to mark one
from the other, sneak a peek at the bottles, with
Bordeaux’s sharply shouldered bottles pointedly
contrasting with the shoulderless Burgundies.

While ticking down this list of differences between the
wines of Burgundy and Bordeaux is informative and
certainly mastered by any devotee of French wine, it
leaves out the one element that Burgundy connoisseurs,
better said, fanatics, elevate above all else—people.
As magnificent as their wines may be, Bordeaux chateaux are large scale businesses, increasingly owned

by conglomerates: insurance companies, luxury goods
groups, fashion houses. Burgundy domains
remain as small family enterprises, often with roots
extending back for generations in the individual communes. As a result, to discerning tasters, a Burgundy
expresses not only the particular appellation where
the grapes were grown, but equally the personality
and philosophy of the family that made it. One often
hears the phrase “C’est l’homme qui fait le vin” (It is
the individual who makes the wine). Said another
way, if you want truly to understand Burgundy, by all
means study the vineyard maps and learn the appellations, but study more the individuals and families
making these always intriguing artisanal wines.
Case in point, Burgundy’s Gros family. Ground zero
for the Gros’ is the village of Vosne-Romanée.
Although there are partisans who may be given to
mounting vigorous campaigns to place Chambertins
or, perhaps, Musignys at the pinnacle of grand red

Opposite page:
Échézeaux Les Loachausses
of Anne Gros.
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Burgundies, the top spot is almost universally accorded
to Vosne-Romanée with its storied Romanée-Conti,
La Tâche, Richebourg and Romanée-Saint-Vivant
vineyards. As famed wine writer Hugh Johnson,
with classic British understatement, put it “There are
no common wines in Vosne”. Today three branches
of the Gros family are found in the village,
Domaine Michel Gros, Domaine Gros Frère & Sœur,
and Domaine Anne Gros. There is a fourth family
branch, Domaine Anne-Françoise Gros, but she, although producing wines from within the appellation,
lives in Pommard. Our focus in this issue of Lettres
du Brassus is upon the three branches of the family
that still reside within the village of Vosne-Romanée.
The Gros’ have been living in the village of VosneRomanée since 1830 when Alphonse Gros purchased
the former dwelling of Dom Trouvé, the Father Superior of the Abbey of Cîteaux. If you are well steeped in
the lore of Cistercian abbeys, you would know that the
Clos de Vougeot (located immediately adjacent to
Vosne-Romanée) and the Abbey of Cîteaux were
historically linked together and connoisseurs of
French cheese would recognize Cîteaux as the name
of an unctuous cheese that somewhat resembles
Reblochon. Originally the Gros family’s business was
that of a négociant, buying wines made by others,
bottling and then selling them.

All of that changed in April, 1860, when one of the
most prized parcels in Vosne-Romanée, the 1er cru
vineyard of Clos des Réas, came up for auction
following the death of the owner, who, having united
the entirety of the vineyard in the 1820s (the only
Vosne-Romanée 1er cru vineyard to have single ownership), passed with no heirs. With a bid of 25,000
“gold” francs (equal to the retail price of approximately 7,000 bottles) financed by his father,
Louis-Gustave Gros became the owner of Clos des
Réas which radiates out from the center of the village
toward the souther n edge of the Commune.
Louis-Gustave was somewhat of a pioneer, being one
of the first vineyard owners in the Côte d’Or to bottle
and sell his own wine. Although today the practice of
growing, vinifying and selling, which the French term
“domaine wines”, is commonplace for the finest crus,
the norm at the time called for vineyard owners to sell
their wine in bulk to merchants, termed, négociants,
who would bottle and sell. His Clos des Réas was sold
under the name of Domaine Gros-Guenaud, the latter
being the family name of his wife. The purchase of
Clos des Réas was but the first step as other important
acquisitions followed, some by Louis-Gustave,
others made by his son, Jules. These included sections
of the famed Grand cru vineyards Richebourg
(in 1882), Grands-Échézeaux, Échézeaux, and Clos
de Vougeot (1920).

The GROS’ have been living
in VOSNE-ROMANÉE SINCE 1830.

At left: Louis-Gustave Gros;
at right: Jules Gros.
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Top left: Jules Gros;
top middle: Louis and Gustave;
top right: Jean and Jeanine;
bottom left: Jean, Colette, François, and Jeanine;
bottom right: Louis Gros and his family.
Opposite page: Bernard, Anne, Michel and Françoise.
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World War I weighed heavily on Jules’ family. One son,
Gustave, was killed; the other, Louis, seriously
wounded in one of his legs, disabling him for the
remainder of his life. Notwithstanding his injury,
Louis guided the Gros wine business through
turbulent times—the Great Depression and World
War II. With his wines producing less income than the
cost to maintain the vineyards, Louis, nonetheless,
supported his family and kept his vineyard holdings
intact by shrewd investments and forays into the
world of cinema.
Today’s four Gros domaines trace to Louis’ four
children—Jean, Colette, Gustave and François.
What is remarkable, as we examine the evolution
of the three domaines that remain in the village of
Vosne-Romanée, is the way the members of the
family have stayed wedded to the land, resisting
temptations to sell. Even more noteworthy is how the
twin forces of the succession laws (division among
siblings) and inheritance taxes have been held at bay,
allowing the descendants of Jean, Colette, Gustave
and François not only to preserve a 150 year old
winemaking tradition in the village, but to make the
investments to elevate the quality of the wines.

TODAY’ s four GROS domaines

trace to Louis’ four children
—Jean, Colette, Gustave, and François.
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Domaine Michel GROS’
flagship vineyard is CLOS DES RÉAS.
Domaine Michel Gros / Domaine Jean Gros.
Jean founded Domaine Jean Gros. From the 1950’s
through 1996, Jean and his wife, Jeanine, built the
fame of their Clos des Réas vineyard, added an
adjacent parcel known as Aux Réas (despite being
adjacent, Aux Réas is a “villages” level vineyard,
not a 1er cru as is Clos des Réas), and modernized
their methods of tending the vineyard as horses were
replaced by tractors. Jeanine, who devoted herself to
the business side, added other responsibilities as
she served as Mayor of Vosne-Romanée from 1971
until 1995. When Jean’s health failed him in 1975,
their oldest son, Michel, who that very year had
earned his diploma from the Lycée viticole in Beaune
(the oenology school in Burgundy), assumed the major burdens of winemaking. When Jean and Jeanine
retired in 1996, they divided their holdings in three
equally valued bundles. Each was written on a folded
slip of paper so as to conceal the inscription, following
which the three heirs, Michel, Bernard and AnneFrançoise each drew a slip from the hat. Michel’s slip
ceded to him the vineyard where it all began, Clos des
Réas. Beginning with that ’96 vintage, he began
labeling his inherited wines as Domaine Michel Gros.
Notwithstanding his ownership of a small parcel of
some grand cru’s, most notably Richebourg, Clos des
Réas, the Gros family’s first vineyard is the flagship of
Michel Gros’ lineup. As it was historically, Clos des
Réas remains a monopole, meaning the entirety of this
1er cru vineyard is owned by Michel. As it was at the
time of its purchase by Louis-Gustave more than a
century and half ago, it is the only 1er cru in Vosne
which is a monopole.

Michel’s winemaking philosophy was completely
self-determined, as his father Jean refrained from
imposing his imperatives when Michel took the reins
in 1975. Although he has been making wine under his
own name only since 1979, in fact, all the wines since
’75 are his, albeit labeled in the name of his father
(his first wines under his name were from an Hautes
Côtes de Nuits appellation; Clos des Réas under his
name began in 1996). The lack of directions from Jean
does not suggest a massive break with the past in
terms of technique. The basics of Jean Gros’ style
remain enhanced and improved. For example Michel
follows Jean’s style in minimizing artifice and
respecting the qualities of the fruit as it comes in from
the vineyard. But as modernity does not necessarily
conflict with traditional values, he has taken full advantage of advanced temperature control equipment.
Restraint is the watchword in his winemaking. He
completely de-stems as he believes that since one never eats grape stems, why should wine be made with
them? Likewise he moderates the percentage of new
oak barrels, varying between 50-60% on his premier
crus, according to the vintage. With nearly 40 years of
experience, Michel is not influenced by wine writers
and does not pander for scores. He trusts his own taste
and fashions his wines accordingly.

At right:
Michel Gros in Clos des Réas.
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Bernard Gros / Domaine Gros Frère & Sœur.
Bernard is a pilot and delights in surveying his vineyards from his helicopter. This is an astute choice of
aircraft, because its hovering capability allows for a
degree of inspection of the microscopically small
Burgundian vineyards that in a normal airplane would
flash by in seconds. The obsession with detail and the
discipline that comes with flying characterizes his
approach to winemaking. Bernard is a perfectionist,
confirmed by any visit to his vineyards, chai or cellar,
all of which show the careful thought and study that
he brings to his winemaking. For example, the near
universal practice in the Côte de Nuits is to plant the
rows of vines in an east/west orientation. Bernard believes in a north/south orientation as the sun exposure
is more even for the entire row leading to more
uniform ripening. Another benefit, less soil erosion.
Not that these advantages come free of a downside.
The risk of hail damage is higher as the prevailing
storm winds hit the rows broadside. In common with
his brother, Michel, he takes advantage of advanced
temperature control equipment and modern pumps,
inspired by medical devices that, because they are
fashioned without rotors, move the wine more gently
than standard designs.

Upper left: Bernard Gros and his son Vincent.
Upper right: An aerial via of the Clos de
Vougeot; the Musigni vineyard lies between
the entrance road and the wall.

Although he and his brother, Michel, are quite close
—the families dine together once a week—each hews
to his own firmly held ideas on winemaking. For example, Michel’s limitation to 50-60% new oak is not
followed by Bernard who uses 100% new oak in all of
his prestige crus. On the other hand, both follow the
same rule with respect to stems; both brothers
de-stem all the clusters.
There is commonality in the suddenness with which
each brother had the commencement of his career
thrust upon him. Gustave, who with his sister, Colette,
had formed Domaine Gros Frère & Sœur, fell suddenly
ill in 1980. Just 15 days after he finished his compulsory military service, Bernard was called upon to step
in. Gustave was to pass away just four years later.
Now living in Colette’s home in the village, Bernard is
assisted by his son, Vincent (representing the seventh
generation of Gros winemakers in Vosne). The vineyards they manage are a complicated mix. Some, written
upon the slip of paper which he drew, are those which
he inherited from his father Jean. Others legally belong to his children, Michel’s children, and Colette.
Notwithstanding the disparate ownership, all are maintained, vinified, bottled and sold under the name Gros
Frère & Sœur and are domaine wines. The lineup is
regal: a portion of Richebourg high on the slope;
Clos Vougeot Musigni, again high on the slope and
within the walls of Château and immediately adjacent
to the famed Chambolle-Musigny vineyard (the vines
high on the slope are universally considered to be of
higher quality than those lower down); GrandsÉchézeaux and Échézeaux.
There is not a trace of whimsy when Bernard observes
that “his best wine is the one he will make tomorrow”.
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Domaine Anne Gros / Domaine François Gros.
Anne’s taking of the helm, like that of her cousins
Michel and Bernard, was dictated by illness. Following
an apprenticeship with Michel two years earlier, Anne
took the responsibility for her first vintage in 1987.
This was a major leap for her as her studies to that
point had been devoted to literature. The about face
in her life, becoming a winemaker, sent her to the
Lycée viticole in Beaune full time (while working full
time at the domaine). She followed that course work
with one day per week university oenology classes.
Despite the Lycée viticole’s slant toward the technical
aspects of winemaking, Anne has not let winemaking
science overwhelm what she sees as an emotional
pursuit. Her vision looks at wine romantically and
she seeks to have her wines express the feelings that
she has for the vines, grapes and the vineyards.
Amplifying on that theme, Anne calls her approach
“observation and adaptation”. She tries to extract from
each of her parcels the full expression of what she feels
about the soil and the year. One thing she has pursued
formally is organic care of her vineyards, enrolling in
courses promoting those methods. While she is not
100% organic in her tending of the vines, she both
avoids herbicides and uses organic approaches as
much as she can. For example, based on her courses,
she uses biological techniques to control weeds,
concocting her own blend of grains that block the
weeds without harming the vines.

However clear her thoughts on how to approach winemaking may have been, realizing her dream has been
a struggle. When she took full charge she realized that
she both lacked resources and clientele. So she was
forced to sell the first two years of production to négociants (wine merchants who could bottle and sell her
wine under their names). Two years later, in 1990 she
took the great leap of bottling and selling her wine
under her domaine name, which at that point also included her father’s name as well. Five years later she
changed the name again to simply her own, Domaine
Anne Gros. However brave that decision may have
been, the burdens upon her were massive. She could
not afford to buy all the material she needed; she even
lacked tractors for the vineyards. Fortunately she was
able to lean on her cousins Michel and Bernard for
assistance. And on top of it all, she had three children
to raise.
Gradualism was the watch word as Anne acquired her
own equipment and constructed her building and
cave in the village. At the same time she doubled the
size of her holdings. And one last change, her daughter, Julie, another of the seventh generation, now
works beside her. •

IT IS REMARKABLE that in BURGUNDY

vineyards remain largely family owned.

Opposite above: Anne Gros in her chai;
opposite lower left: the entrance to
Anne’s Clos de Vougeot vineyard.
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TASTING
Notes
These tasting notes combine the memories and experiences accumulated over
the past three decades by Dr. George
Derbalian, the Lettres du Brassus wine
expert, and yours truly.

2012 MICHEL GROS VOSNE-ROMANÉE
CLOS DES RÉAS (FROM BARREL).

2000 MICHEL GROS VOSNE-ROMANÉE
CLOS DES RÉAS.

A pretty feminine wine. Lovely concentrated cherry fruit. As concentrated as the
’10, but less tannic. Racy and beautiful.
Stunning.

Not ultra-powerful but very well balanced.
Velvet texture, delicate and gentle in the
mouth. Some lively acids bringing great
interest.

2011 MICHEL GROS VOSNE-ROMANÉE
CLOS DES RÉAS.

1990 JEAN GROS VOSNE-ROMANÉE
CLOS DES RÉAS (FROM MY CELLAR).

Deep ruby color. Very rich with red fruits
dominating, particularly ripe red cherries.
Lurking behind, round ripe tannins, some
chocolate and vanilla oak notes. Firm
finish. Seems to have more wood than the
2010’s but there is plenty of fruit to wrap
around.

Wine made by Michel. Stupendous. Spicy
red fruit nose. Mixture of black and red
fruits laced with spices and vanilla. Long
sweet finish. Simply perfect burgundy.

2010 MICHEL GROS VOSNE-ROMANÉE
CLOS DES RÉAS.

DR. GEORGE DERBALIAN
Dr. George Derbalian is the Lettres du
Brassus wine expert. Dr. Derbalian is the
founder of Atherton Wine Imports,
located in northern California. Not only
has he become one of the United States’
premier importers of fine wines, but
he has acquired a well-deserved reputation as one of the leading and most
respected wine connoisseurs and
expert tasters in the world. Each year,
Dr. Derbalian travels the wine circuits of
Europe and the United States, meeting
with wine producers, owners of the
finest domains, chef de chai, and other
key figures in the world of wine.
Throughout the course of each year,
he tastes literally many thousands of
current production and vintage wines.

Stunning wine! Has it all. A racy spicy
nose, oodles of red fruits, cherries and
currants that seem to pop in the mouth.
Lovely vanilla accents. Sweet fruit finish.
Excellent concentration. This was a small
harvest, but the quality is outstanding.

2009 MICHEL GROS VOSNE-ROMANÉE
CLOS DES RÉAS.

This vintage falls on the 150 th anniversary
of the Gros ownership of the vineyard.
Accordingly, there is a special label in the
historical style. An easy vintage. A pretty
wine in perfect balance. Does not have the
weight of the ’10 and ’11, but offers wonderful ripe fruits and already resolved tannins.

2012 MICHEL GROS VOSNE-ROMANÉE
BRÛLÉE (FROM BARREL).

This is a 1er cru vineyard that always outperforms as it is located adjacent to
Richebourg. Deep, powerful, masculine
wine. Black fruits and prunes dominate in
the mouth. Very long, vigorous and rich.
Outstanding.

2011 GROS FRÈRE & SŒUR
ÉCHÉZEAUX.

Cassis and spice in the nose. Black fruits,
soft in the attack. Round and balanced
structure. Round ripe tannins. A touch of
animal in the sweet finish. A vin gourmand.
Excellent.

2011 GROS FRÈRE & SŒUR CLOS
VOUGEOT MUSIGNI.

Bright sweet cherry fruit. Delicate in the
mouth offering additional notes of red
currants. Powerful yet refined. Great
finesse. Sweet vanilla oak balanced with
fruit. Superb length.
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2011 GROS FRÈRE & SŒUR GRANDSÉCHÉZEAUX.

Spicy and complex. Concentrated compact
intense fruit. Stunning.

2011 GROS FRÈRE & SŒUR
RICHEBOURG.

Mounds of round ripe fruit. Can imagine
eating with a spoon. Wonderful marriage
of fruit and oak. Enormous long finish.
A touch of exotic spices in the background.
A majestic wine.

2001 GROS FRÈRE & SŒUR CLOS
VOUGEOT MUSIGNI (FROM MY
CELLAR).

Everything a grand Clos Vougeot should
be : lush, round, defined. Black fruits and
spices explode in the nose, tannins fully
resolved, rich deep and satisfying, long
sweet finish.

1999 GROS FRÈRE & SŒUR
RICHEBOURG (FROM GEORGE
DERBALIAN’S CELLAR).

Tight, bright exploding fruit. Red currants
joined with vanilla oak. Excellent length.
Superb.

Still in its infancy. A brooding almost black
color. Black fruits and spice in the nose
followed by waves and waves of mixed
fruits, coffee, chocolate and vanilla with
immense concentration and power. Miraculous velvet soft texture. A monumental
wine!

2010 GROS FRÈRE & SŒUR
CLOS VOUGEOT MUSIGNI.

2012 ANNE GROS CHAMBOLLEMUSIGNY (FROM BARREL).

Spicy nose with fruit and cinnamon.
Round Vougeot character in the mouth,
cassis surrounded by velvet. Soft texture
leads to sweet vanilla finish.

Delicate red fruit. Subtle spices. Expands
gently in the mouth revealing cherries and
sweet oak.

2010 GROS FRÈRE & SŒUR
ÉCHÉZEAUX.

2010 GROS FRÈRE & SŒUR GRANDSÉCHÉZEAUX.

2012 ANNE GROS ÉCHÉZEAUX
LES LOACHAUSSES (FROM BARREL).

2007 was Anne’s first vintage. Before these
were Bernard’s vines. Rich round dark
fruits. A bit of coffee. Very ripe. Excellent.

2012 ANNE GROS CLOS VOUGEOT LE
GRAND MAUPERTUI (FROM BARREL).

80 year old vines ! Deep color. Waves of
plummy ripe fruit mixed with blackberries.
Very round. The old vines produce very
small berries and it shows in the exceptional concentration.

2007 ANNE GROS RICHEBOURG
(FROM GEORGE DERBALIAN’S
CELLAR).

Magnificent. Beautiful cherry nose leaps
from the glass. Perfect balance of red and
black fruits and sweet vanilla oak. Power
and finesse blended together.

2012 ANNE GROS VOSNE-ROMANÉE
BARREAUX (FROM BARREL).

Exotic. A dancer. Waves of fruit explode in
the mouth all backed by rich vanilla. Round
ripe tannins. A huge wine. Outstanding.

Only 3 barrels produced. Vineyard adjacent to Cros-Parantoux. Deep color. A
concentrated wine. Spicy and racy with
black fruits and pepper notes.

2010 GROS FRÈRE & SŒUR
RICHEBOURG.

2012 ANNE GROS RICHEBOURG
(FROM BARREL).

Powerful. Massive. Packed with fruit. Black
cherries enveloped in velvet. The texture
is simply otherworldly. An improbable
combination of power, exoticism, and
softness. Can Richebourg ever possibly be
better than this? A blockbuster wine.

50 year old vines. A huge wine. Ripe and
round. A bit closed at the moment, but the
nose still offers black fruits, blueberries
and spices. Waves of fruit wrapped in
velour. Enormous concentration. Elegant
and balanced. Brilliant.

Paris

Vosne-Romanée
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TEXT: JEFFREY S. KINGSTON

Women Heure Décentrée

SECONDE
RÉTROGRADE
The winner of the Ladies’ Watch Prize at the
Grand Prix d’Horlogerie de Genève in 2014.
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Complications occupy a special place in the
watchmaking art. They are a demonstration of
extra savoir-faire and skill by the watchmakers
who produce them, above and beyond fashioning a
straightforward time only watch. That said, some
complications are more enchanting than others.
Certainly, building a perpetual calendar demands
special talents, but the fascination with the complication is entirely cerebral. Looking at the dial,
there is no visible sign of the complexity lurking
beneath, except of course for those so dedicated to
timepieces which “keep track of leap years” that
vigils are posted for midnight every four years
when the 29th of February rolls around.
Not so with the retrograde seconds complication.
The visual joy of this complication is there with every
glance at the dial. No need for a vigil. With Blancpain’s
caliber 2663SR which powers the new Women Heure
Décentrée Seconde Rétrograde, the seconds indication sweeps by and, every 30 seconds, smartly snaps
back to its starting position to resume its sweep again.
This brings a level of interest and entertainment to
the seconds indication far beyond the standard
constant rotation.

Blancpain has perfected a system which changes all
that. In Lettres du Brassus Issue No. 13 we described
the details of Blancpain’s refined system which has
been in the men’s collection for some while and which
now debuts in the Women’s Collection. Without repeating that technical explanation, its simple description
gives an overview of what Blancpain has done. Instead
of engaging and disengaging gears, Blancpain’s retrograde seconds complication utilizes a snail shaped
cam and a finger which rides along its edge. As the
seconds hand approaches the 30 second mark,
the finger encounters what can be imagined as a “cliff ”.
As the finger drops down to the lower level of the
turning cam, that motion smartly, but smoothly,
returns the seconds hand to zero. Once there, the
finger once again resumes its travel along the edge of
the snail cam. Through careful design of the cam, the
finger, and the special spring that holds the fi nger
against the cam, the motion of the hand is velvety,
the returns to zero swift.

Not all retrograde seconds indications are the same.
In many cases the motion of the seconds hand can be
quite harsh as gears that drive it engage and disengage.

INTRIGUE BROUGHT TO THE DIAL

with off-center hours/minutes
and retrograde seconds.
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There is much more to the Women Heure Décentrée
Seconde Rétrograde than the 30 second retrograde
complication. The carved mother of pearl dial for the
gold models and white dial for the steel models places
the hour and minute display off center at the twelve
o’clock position. Decentering the principal time display
opens the dial up for a thin sweep of small brilliant
diamonds across the center of the dial and placement
of small individual diamonds, reminiscent of small
stars, on the sides. Both the gold and steel models are
decorated with diamond set bezels. The total carat
weight of the diamonds for the gold models is somewhat greater than the steel; 1.242 carats for gold vs.
1.153 for steel.
The case diameter is of contemporary size for women’s
watches, 36.8 mm.
Of course, not all the beauty of the timepiece is
confined to the dial side. The case back is fitted with

A watch should be
SOMETHING GREATER

than the sum of its parts.

sapphire in order to view the self-winding movement,
classically hand finished with côtes de Genève, anglage
and perlage decorations. The movement, as well,
is technically advanced as it features a free sprung
balance fitted with a silicium spiral. In common with
other models in the Women’s Collection, this retrograde seconds timepiece has a hand carved winding
rotor in the shape of a flower.
Retrograde seconds and decentered hours, themselves,
are not grand complications like those of the minute
repeater or split seconds. However, Blancpain believes
that a watch should be something greater than the
sum of its parts. Showing that this is a shared philosophy, the members of the international jury for the
Grand Prix d’Horlogerie de Genève, which annually
confers its prestigious awards for the finest timepieces
that debuted during the year, selected the Women
Heure Décentrée Seconde Rétrograde as the first place
winner in the Ladies’ Watch category. •
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